
 

About Us 

Eva Gems were established in 1966 in Dubai as retailer into 18 carats Gold & 
diamond jewellery. The leap from a single store to 3 outlets did not happen 

overnight it was achieved through 
consistent efforts & a Commitment on 

setting exceptionally high standards 
in terms of quality & price. The 
company has met the aspirations of 

customers over a period of several 
years & has created their own unique 
style in 18 carats gold & platinum 

jewellery. Historically Dubai has 
always been a major regional center 

for gold trade & shopping hub for Middle East. The trade & holiday tourism is 
considered one of the vital resources of the countries economy. 

The company has manufacturing units to consolidate cost cutting & placing 
Benchmark for Quality/Finishing of End product for the customer’s ultimate 

satisfaction. Start your urge to Shop with Eva Gems where you will see 
precious Diamonds and Gold Jewellery Collection. 

Know more about Diamond and Gold Shopping Secrets in Dubai here.  

5 Stone Trellis Diamond Ring 

Gorgeous and graceful, 5 Diamonds trellis Ring 
made 
in 18kt yellow gold looks spectacular! 

Ring it self presents a beauty, the 5 stones in a 
cluster setting 
can worn as a Dress Ring as well an Engagement 

Ring. 

Check out Ring Details below :- 

 Diamond Carats :- 0.67ct(55 pcs) 
 18kt gold weight :- 4.4 gms 
 Ring included with company authentication and warranty card 
 for more information please write to :- 



Why Eva Gems ? 

EXPECT LOWER MARKUPS 

20%-40% LESS THAN TRADITIONAL JEWELLERS We don’t hold expensive 
inventory and operate only small, efficient showrooms. That means our 
overhead is lower than traditional jewelers and we pass the savings on to you. 

DISRUPTIVE BUSINESS MODEL 

For example, a traditional jeweler may buy a diamond for $1,000 and sell it for 
$2,000. With our business model, we may buy that diamond for $1,000 and 
sell it for $1,200.  

Why Eva Gems?  

Following are the significant points will let you think about our name 

(1) Inspecting large number of diamonds before selecting one  

(2) Our expert guidance in selection  

(3) Sharing Certificate, Videos& Images  

(4) Our inspection will help you to select precise quality 

Let’s Calculate the Benefit 

For Example: You have the budget of 5000$ and are going to save 15%, it will 
be 750$.Worth a deal, isn’t It.  

Our estimation includes 

(1) Certificate, images& videos of diamonds  

(2) Inspection of 10s diamonds  

(3) Gold/Platinum Wt,Finish,Quality Details 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Contect Us 

https://www.evagems.com 

https://www.evagems.com/

